
accommodate 
(verb)

to allow space for

How should we pronounce this word? 

accommodation 
unaccommodating

house 
lodge 

harbour 
hold 

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

The hotel can accommodate up to sixty guests. 
 
Mutatio scoured the Internet for luxury
accommodation, but was put off by the high prices. 
 
The villain, who had an unaccommodating stare, stood
shrouded in eerie silence. 

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

ac / com / mo / date

* two double consonants *

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it with your arms open wide. 
Say it like you're in a posh hotel. 
Say it with a smile.



accompany 
(verb)

go somewhere with someone

How should we pronounce this word? 

accompaniment 
accompanied

go with 
partner 
escort 

chaperone

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Viv longed to accompany Felix to the party. 
 
Felix accepted Viv's invitation and accompanied her to the
party. 
 
These luxurious biscuits are the perfect accompaniment
to a cup of tea. 

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

ac / com / pa / ny

* double consonant *

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it happily. 
Say it with someone else. 
Say it and walk with someone.



according 
(adverb)

How should we pronounce this word? 

accord 
accordingly

as stated by 
as claimed by 

in the opinion of

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Seals are important according to sharks. 
 
Mutatio left the jungle of his own accord. 
 
The school has rules which it expects all of its students
to follow accordingly. 

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

ac / cor / ding

* double consonant *

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it and nod your head. 
Say it and point to someone. 
Say it and point to a book.

to show where information comes from



achieve 
(verb)

to succeed in doing something, usually after lots of hard work

How should we pronounce this word? 

achievement 
achievable 
underachieved

accomplish 
reach 
fulfil

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Viv worked hard to achieve her target. 
 
Running for fifty miles was a fantastic achievement for
Emmett. 
 
Felix only managed to build half a dam: he had
underachieved. 

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

ach / ie / ve

* i before e *

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it and punch the air. 
Say it with your thumbs up. 
Say it and wipe your forehead.



aggressive 
(adjective)

to be angry and willing to attack

How should we pronounce this word? 

aggress 
aggression 
aggressively

violent 
belligerent 

hostile 
truculent

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Felix was aggressive when Ginny tried to steal his food. 
 
Aggressively, the footballer flew into a powerful slide
tackle. 
 
The lions resorted to aggression when they didn't get
what they want. 

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

ag / gres / sive

* two double consonants *

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it with bared teeth. 
Say it angrily. 
Say it with your face scrunched
up.



amateur 
(noun)

someone who does something for fun - like a hobby

How should we pronounce this word? 

amateurs 
amateurish

non-professional 
non-specialist 

enthusiast 
dilettante

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Viv was an amateur photographer at weekends. 
 
The amateurs went hiking at night because they had
other jobs in the day. 
 
Jack's amateurish clay pot fell apart as soon as he
touched it. 

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

am / a / teur

* eu *

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it with a smile. 
Say it with enthusiasm. 
Say it in a relaxed way.



ancient 
(adjective)

something that is very old or has been around for a long time

How should we pronounce this word? 

ancients

old 
time-worn 
primeval 

long-lived

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

The ancient building was crumbling away. 
 
It is interesting to look at how our language has been
influenced by the ancients. 
 
With grey hair falling down to her ankles, Jack thought
his grandmother was ancient. 

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

an / cient

* RULEBREAKER *

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it like an elderly person. 
Say it for a long time. 
Say it really, really, really slowly.

* i before e *



apparent 
(adjective) something that is clear and understandable to you

How should we pronounce this word? 

apparently

clear 
evident 
obvious 

plain

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

It was apparent that England would win the match. 
 
Apparently, blue whales require up to four tonnes of
krill a day. 
 
Judging by the perplexed look on Felix's face, it was
apparent that he had not understood. 

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

ap / par / ent

* double consonant *

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it really clearly. 
Say it like it's obvious. 
Say it with your eyes wide.

* ent not ant *



appreciate 
(verb)

to like something because it's good

How should we pronounce this word? 

appreciation 
appreciative

value 
prize 

cherish 
treasure

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Mutatio wished the gang would appreciate his hard work more. 
 
Connie showed her appreciation by clapping, smiling and
jumping up and down. 
 
Emmett, appreciative of Viv's kind gesture, decided to write a
card to thank her. 

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

ap / pre / ci / ate

* double consonant *

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it with a smile. 
Say it with your thumbs up. 
Say it like you're thankful.



attached 
(adjective)

to like someone or something a lot

How should we pronounce this word? 

attach 
attachment

fond of 
devoted to 
connected 

joined

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

The young boy was attached to his teddy bear. 
 
Connie was eager to attach herself to a group of cheeky
monkeys. 
 
Viv's attachment to words meant that she never went
anywhere without a thesaurus. 

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

at / tached

* double consonant *

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it lovingly. 
Say it whilst sticking two things
together. 
Say it with your arm around someone.

* ed not t *



available 
(adjective)

to be able to get something

How should we pronounce this word? 

avail 
availability 
unavailable

to be had 
obtainable 
accessible 
convenient

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

The banana was available to eat. 
 
The waitress had to check the restaurant's availability
before taking further bookings. 
 
Despite the green jumper being unavailable, Connie
was happy to settle for the red one instead. 

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

a / vail / a / ble

* able not ible *

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it like you're looking through a
shop window. 
Say it like you've found something. 
Say it with a smile.



average 
(adjective)

not the best, but not bad either 

How should we pronounce this word? 

averages 
averaging

normal 
usual 

ordinary 
general

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Emmett was an average netball player. 
 
The temperature in the United Kingdom (UK) averages
18 degrees Celsius during July. 
 
Averaging just over fifty-one runs, Joe Root is a highly-
regarded batsman. 

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

a / ver / age

* age *

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it and shrug your shoulders. 
Say it normally. 
Say it like it's ordinary.



awkward 
(adjective)

something that is challenging and uncomfortable to sort out

How should we pronounce this word? 

awkwardly

tricky 
difficult 
fiddly 

cumbersome

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Mutatio desperately looked for a solution to solve an awkward
situation. 
 
Awkwardly, the newborn giraffe attempted to take its first
steps. 
 
The awkward silence that followed Viv's sudden outburst was
unbearable, so she flew to cower in a tree. 

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

awk / ward

* a k between two w's *

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it like you're embarrassed. 
Say it with difficulty. 
Say it quietly and look down.



bargain 
(noun)

when something is sold much less than its original price

How should we pronounce this word? 

bargained 
bargaining

cheap 
value for money 

steal 
giveaway

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Connie grabbed a bargain at the market. 
 
The sailors bargained with the pirates in order to gain a
safe passage through the ocean. 
 
Bargaining with the myriad of traders and merchants
was the best part about visiting the market. 

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

bar / gain

* ai *

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it with a surprised face. 
Say it like you can't believe it. 
Say it like you've got a good deal.



bruise 
(noun)

a purple mark on your skin after a hard impact

How should we pronounce this word? 

bruised 
bruises

mark 
injury 

contusion 
shiner

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Felix got a bruise after dropping a log on his leg. 
 
Amelia admired her bruised arms, for it meant she had
fought bravely. 
 
After a nasty fall down the side of a rocky hill, Josh was
covered in painful, purple bruises. 

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

bruise

* ui *

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it like you've just bumped
your leg on a table. 
Say it like you're hurt. 
Say it and wince.



category 
(noun)

How should we pronounce this word? 

categories 
categorise

group 
class 
list 

bracket

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Jessica Ennis-Hill dominated the events in her category. 
 
Apples, pears, bananas, and oranges are categorised as
types of fruit. 
 
The actress was nominated for a prestigious award in ten
separate categories. 

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

cat / e / go / ry

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it and pretend you're sorting
something. 
Say it in a group. 
Say it with someone similar to you.

a group of similar things



cemetery 
(noun)

How should we pronounce this word? 

cemeteries

graveyard 
churchyard 

burial ground 
boneyard

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

The funeral was held at the cemetery. 
 
At midnight, the cemetery is at its creepiest.  
 
The Père Lachaise is one of the world's most renowned
cemeteries. 

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

cem / e / ter / y

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it with a sad voice. 
Say it and lie still. 
Say it sleepily.

an area where dead people are buried

* 3 e's are buried in this word *



committee 
(noun)

How should we pronounce this word? 

commit 
commitment 
subcommittee

board 
council 

jury 
panel 

task force

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

The committee decided to throw a party. 
 
The committee met twice a month to discuss any
issues within their neighbourhood. 
 
Mutatio, who was keen on hockey, joined the
subcommittee to help organise hockey matches. 

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

com / mit / tee

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it like you've made a
decision.  
Say it in a group. 
Say it over and over again.

a team of people that make decisions for a company or organisation

* two double consonants *

* double vowel at the end *



communicate 
(verb)

How should we pronounce this word? 

communication 
communicative

talk 
liaise 

commune 
converse

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Viv wondered how to communicate her feelings of hunger to
the others. 
 
The lack of communication was frustrating for the teenager's
mother. 
 
A good captain of a sports team is able to communicate
effectively with their teammates. 

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

com / mu / ni / cate

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it clearly. 
Say it into a pretend microphone. 
Say it like you need someone to
listen.

to share information by talking, writing or actions

* double consonant *



community 
(noun)

How should we pronounce this word? 

communal 
communities

group 
section 

body 
company

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

The community lived together in peace. 
 
It is important that communities work together in times
of difficulty. 
 
Funded by the government, the communal playing area
was a huge benefit to the people. 

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

com / mu / ni / ty

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it in a friendly voice. 
Say with another person. 
Say it with a group of people.

a group of people who live in the same area

* double consonant *



competition 
(noun)

How should we pronounce this word? 

compete 
competitive

contest 
tournament 

match 
encounter 

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Connie won the spelling competition. 
 
Mutatio was very competitive, but he always
congratulated his opponent when he lost. 
 
Longing to compete at the Olympics, Adam trained
every day on the athletics track. 

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

com / pe / ti / tion

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it like you've just won a race. 
Say it like you've just lost a game. 
Say it with passion.

an event where people are trying to win something

* tion ending *



conscience 
(noun)

How should we pronounce this word? 

conscientious

morals 
standards 

values 
ethics

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

The dog had a guilty conscience after stealing the bone. 
 
Battling his conscience fiercely, Dennis had to make a
quick decision. 
 
Emily, a conscientious student, applied an immense
level of detail to all her work. 

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

con / science

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it like you're doing the right
thing. 
Say it powerfully. 
Say it with a brave face.

an understanding of what is right and wrong

* notice the word
'science' in there *



conscious 
(adjective)

How should we pronounce this word? 

consciousness 
unconscious

aware 
awake 
alert 

responsive

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Connie was conscious of the snake nearby. 
 
The boxer was knocked unconscious after a powerful
punch. 
 
Slowly regaining consciousness, Sam surveyed his new
surroundings. 

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

con / scious

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it like you've just woken up. 
Say it like you're thinking
clearly. 
Say it with your eyes wide.

an awareness of something that's happening

* ious ending *



controversy  
(noun)

How should we pronounce this word? 

controversial

argument 
disagreement 

dispute 
wrangle

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Felix's decision to build a dam over the river
caused controversy amongst the river's other creatures. 
 
The President of the USA is constantly surrounded by
controversy. 
 
Despite the controversial nature of the topic, the movie's
director decided to film anyway. 

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

con / tro / ver / sy

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it like you're arguing. 
Say it and shake your head. 
Say it like you disagree.

a long disagreement about an important topic



convenience 
(noun)

something that is really useful

How should we pronounce this word? 

convenient 
inconvenient

benefit 
comfort 

ease 
enjoyment

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Amazon Prime is a service designed for convenience. 
 
Viv received a phone call at 03:00, which was not
convenient for her at all. 
 
The food delivery arrived at an inconvenient time: Jake
had just stepped in the shower.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

con / ven / ience

* focus on that ending *

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it like it's easy. 
Say it with your eyes wide. 
Say it with a smile.



correspond 
(verb)

something that goes together with something else

How should we pronounce this word? 

correspondent 
correspondence 
corresponding

agree with 
correlate 

consistent with 
in harmony with

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

The family booked their holiday to correspond with the
school holidays. 
 
Emmett bought a sofa which would be
in correspondence with his curtains. 
 
The BBC deploy a number of correspondents around the
globe to help deliver the news.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

cor / re / spond

* double consonant *

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it like you agree. 
Say it with someone else. 
Say it and clasp your hands
together.

* cor - respond *



criticise 
(verb)

to say something is wrong about a thing or person

How should we pronounce this word? 

critic 
critical 
criticised

attack 
censure 

denounce 
condemn 
denigrate

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

The teacher was careful not to criticise too harshly. 
 
The football manager was critical of his players after a
heavy defeat in the cup. 
 
Fuming, the restaurant critic lambasted the head chef
for serving a disgusting meal.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

crit / i / cise

* critic + ise *

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it sharply. 
Say it and shake your head. 
Say it and point.



curiosity 
(noun)

to want to know or to learn about things

How should we pronounce this word? 

curious 
curiously

interested 
inquisitive 
enquiring 
intrigued

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Connie explored the dark tunnel out of curiosity. 
 
Mutatio was curious about the tallest tree in the jungle,
but was too afraid to climb it. 
 
Curiously but carefully, Felix lifted the tree stump up
and scampered back in horror at what he found.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

cu / ri / os / i / ty

* curios + ity *

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it like you're thinking hard. 
Say it with your eyes and mouth
wide. 
Say it like you're a meerkat.



definite 
(adjective)

something that is clear and will not be changed easily

How should we pronounce this word? 

definitely 
indefinite 
indefinitely

exact 
explicit 
specific 
precise

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

The plan to rob the bank was definite and the thieves
couldn't back out now.  
 
Helen could not plan the wedding until a definite
location had been arranged. 
 
Before she started, Viv definitely didn't expect learning
Japanese to be so hard.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

def / i / nite

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it firmly. 
Say it clearly. 
Say it and bang the table.



desperate 
(adjective)

to try anything to get out of a bad situation

How should we pronounce this word? 

desperately 
desperation

hopeless 
despairing 
anguished 
distressed

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Mutatio was desperate to find a public toilet. 
 
Desperately, Jane snatched the money and ran away. 
 
In sheer desperation, David slammed his fists on the
door and screamed for someone to let him out.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

des / per / ate

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it in a very worried voice. 
Say it and tear your hair out. 
Say it and put your hands over
your face.



determined 
(adjective)

to make a decision and do whatever it takes to stick to it

How should we pronounce this word? 

determine 
determination 
determinedly

firm 
resolute 

purposeful 
adamant

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Kelly was determined to win the race. 
 
Sam's steely gaze showed her determination. 
 
Determinedly, Jason punched the air and embarked on
the long, dangerous trek up the mountain.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

de / ter / mined

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it and narrow your eyes. 
Say it like you want to win. 
Say it firmly and clench a fist.

* ed ending *



develop 
(verb)

to change or grow over time, usually in a good way

How should we pronounce this word? 

developer 
development

grow 
evolve 
mature 

advance

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

James worked hard to develop his writing skills. 
 
The company were in the latter stages of development
for their latest device. 
 
Working tirelessly, the app developer added the final
touches to her newest creation.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

de / vel / op

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Curl up into a ball and say it. 
Uncurl so you're on your knees
and say it. 
Stand up fully and say it.



dictionary 
(noun)

a book which stores words alphabetically with their meanings

How should we pronounce this word? 

dictionaries

glossary 
wordbook 

lexicon 
wordfinder

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Charlie looked in the dictionary to find out what the word
meant. 
 
Dictionaries can be confusing if you don't know how to
use them properly. 
 
Finally, after what seemed like an eternity, Jake found
the word he was looking for in the dictionary.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

dic / tion / ar / y

* diction + ary *

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it and hold a dictionary. 
Say it and point to the word
'dictionary' in the dictionary. 
Say it like you've just discovered an
awesome word.



disastrous 
(adjective)

causing very bad things to happen

How should we pronounce this word? 

disaster 
disastrously

terrible 
catastrophic 
calamitous 
cataclysmic

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Jumping off the diving board was a disastrous move. 
 
The police officer was the first to arrive at the scene
after a disastrous tornado had struck. 
 
Solemnly, the prime minister declared a state of
emergency after the earthquake disaster.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

dis / as / trous

* similar to disaster *

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it like you're in an earthquake. 
Say it desperately. 
Say it like you've just lost
everything.

* ous ending*



embarrass 
(verb)

to make someone feel shy or uncomfortable

How should we pronounce this word? 

embarrassed 
embarrassing 
embarrassment

shame 
humiliate 
demean 
abash

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Viv didn't mean to embarrass Felix by telling him his dam
was falling apart. 
 
Connie's face flushed red with embarrassment after falling
from the tree. 
 
Although it was embarrassing, Luke had no choice but to
ask his parents for money.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

em / bar / rass

* two double consonants *

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it shyly. 
Say it and cover your face. 
Say it and hide under the table.



environment 
(noun)

the place where a person or animal lives or works

How should we pronounce this word? 

environmental

home 
habitat 
territory 
domain

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Humans need to work together to look after the
environment. 
 
Environmental issues such as plastic pollution are
wreaking havoc in the world's oceans. 
 
Desolate and oppressive, unforgiving and lonely, the
environment in the Sahara is hostile for humans.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

en / vi / ron / ment

* n before m *

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it and look around you. 
Say it and make a sphere with
your hands. 
Say it like you're comfy.



equip 
(verb)

to give someone what they need for a particular job or activity

How should we pronounce this word? 

equipped 
equipment

provide 
furnish 
supply 
issue

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Jane wanted to equip herself with a warm coat before
walking in the snow. 
 
With no sunblock or hat, Bill did not feel equipped to
spend the day on the beach. 
 
Jill could not understand why the electrical equipment
wasn't working, so she left frustrated.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

e / quip

* q then u *

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it and grab a pencil. 
Say it and pretend you're putting on
skis. 
Say it and give something to
someone.



especially 
(adverb)

used when you want to give something
importance over anything else

How should we pronounce this word? 

especial

mainly 
mostly 
chiefly 

principally

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Connie loved wearing her sunglasses, especially in the
summer. 
 
Jacob hated vegetables, especially sprouts. 
 
Huge sporting events, especially the Olympics and the
World Cup, attract large worldwide audiences.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

es / pe / cial / ly

* double consonant *

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it and point at one person. 
Say it, point, and smile. 
Say it like you're special.

* notice the word 'special' *



exaggerate 
(verb)

to make something sound a lot worse, or better, than it actually is

How should we pronounce this word? 

exaggerated 
exaggeration 

overstate 
overemphasise 

hyperbolise 
amplify

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Felix was known to exaggerate his skills in dam
building. 
 
John exaggerated the truth so that his parents would
believe him. 
 
Even though it was an exaggeration, Bella kept telling
the story because it made people laugh.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

ex / ag / ger / ate

* double consonant *

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it crazily. 
Say it like you're making a
scene. 
Say it with your arms wide.



excellent 
(adjective)

How should we pronounce this word? 

excel 
excellence 
excellency

very good 
superb 

outstanding 
magnificent

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Dean thought that the fireworks show was excellent. 
 
The teacher would settle for nothing less than
excellence from his students. 
 
Due to her commitment and dedication, Laura excels in
everything she does.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

ex / cel / lent

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it like you're proud. 
Say it and stand up. 
Say it with both thumbs up.

something that is really good

* double consonant *

* beware the c after x *



existence 
(noun)

How should we pronounce this word? 

exist 
existence 
existential

alive 
existent 
extant 

existing

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Connie and Emmett disagreed about the existence of
Godzilla. 
 
Dinosaurs do not exist anymore after a meteor wiped
them out millions of years ago. 
 
Because of plastic pollution, the existence of some sea
creatures is under threat.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

ex / ist / ence

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it and touch something. 
Say it like you've just woken up
for the very first time. 
Say it and feel your head.

being real or alive

* exist + ence *



explanation 
(noun)

How should we pronounce this word? 

explain 
explanatory

description 
clarification 

simplification 
elucidation

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Viv had to give a clear explanation for why she hadn't
done her homework. 
 
The students explained their issue clearly so that the
teacher could help them solve it. 
 
When assembling flatpack furniture, you will usually
find an explanatory instruction booklet.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

ex / pla / na / tion

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it really clearly. 
Say it slowly. 
Say it and make the 'OK' gesture.

give information so that it makes something clear

* tion ending *



familiar 
(adjective)

How should we pronounce this word? 

unfamiliar 
familiarity

well-known 
known 

accustomed 
common

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

The song was familiar to Helen and she sang the words. 
 
The woman in the suit was unfamiliar to Mark, so he
watched her carefully. 
 
The familiarity of her friends and family comforted
Alexis, which helped her relax at the party.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

fa / mil / iar

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it with a smile. 
Say it normally. 
Say it happily.

something that is well known



foreign 
(adjective)

How should we pronounce this word? 

foreigner

overseas 
distant 
remote 

unknown

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Emmett decided that he wanted to learn a foreign language. 
 
Eating snails was a foreign idea to Connie. 
 
Despite the language being foreign to the tourists, they
managed to order the food they wanted at the restaurant.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

for / eign

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it in Spanish (extranjero). 
Say it in Japanese (kaigai). 
Say it in Swahili (kigeni).

an item or person from a different country to you

* silent g *



forty 
(number)

How should we pronounce this word? 

forties 
fortieth

four tens 
4 x 10 
40 x 1 
2 x 20 
40 ÷ 1

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Forty is between thirty-nine and forty-one. 
 
In Roman numerals, XL means forty. 
 
Janice was busy planning a surprise party for her dad's
fortieth birthday with her mother.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

for / ty

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it forty times. 
Say it for forty seconds. 
Say it and show forty on your
hands.

40.

* not like four (4) *



frequently 
(adverb)

How should we pronounce this word? 

frequent 
frequency 
infrequent

often 
regularly 

habitually 
routinely

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Emmett frequently went to toilet because he drank
lots of water. 
 
James frequently visited his favourite restaurant
because they served the most delicious food. 
 
The farmer's crops had dried out due to infrequent
rain.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

fre / quent / ly

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it over and over again. 
Say it every 5 seconds for a
minute. 
Say it normally.

something that happens on a regular basis

* q before u *



government 
(noun)

How should we pronounce this word? 

govern 
governor

leadership 
administration 

executive 
regime

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

The government had to make a tough decision. 
 
Annie wrote to her local governor to ask if they could do
anything about the litter problem in her village. 
 
Urging the government to take action, the people
protested peacefully through the streets of London.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

gov / ern / ment

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it like you're important. 
Say it like you're in control. 
Say it like you've just made a
key decision.

the people who control a country

* govern + ment *



guarantee 
(verb)

How should we pronounce this word? 

guaranteed 
guarantees

promise 
warranty 
contract 
covenant

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

The weather presenter said that rain was a guarantee
tonight. 
 
Joe guaranteed his parents that he would be back home
before 10pm. 
 
Connie wasn't able to guarantee the banana's safe
return, so Mutatio had to trust her.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

guar / an / tee

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it and shake hands with
someone. 
Say it firmly. 
Say it and nod your head.

a promise that you give someone that something will happen

* double vowel *

* don't forget the u after g *



harass 
(verb)

How should we pronounce this word? 

harassed 
harassment

annoy 
pester 
badger 
hound

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Viv wished that Emmett wouldn't harass her about
borrowing her thesaurus. 
 
The attacker harassed the defender until she gave up
possession of the ball. 
 
The harassment of a group or individual is likely to
land you in trouble with the law.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

ha / rass

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it and tap someone on the
shoulder 10 times. 
Say it and get really close to a friend's
face. 
Say it aggressively.

to annoy someone a lot

* double consonant *



hindrance 
(noun)

something that is the opposite of helpful

How should we pronounce this word? 

hinder 
hindered 
hindrances

obstacle 
barrier 

impediment 
hurdle

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

The traffic jam ahead was a hindrance to Jim getting to work
on time. 
 
Mutatio tried to hinder Felix by taking all of his wood. 
 
Despite a series of hindrances, Rosie remained determined
and completed the assignment.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

hin / drance

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it like something's in your way. 
Say it with your hand over your
mouth, 
Say it with your hands behind your
back.



identity 
(noun)

who you are or what something is

How should we pronounce this word? 

identical

name 
specification 
individuality 

character

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

The guard used Viv's passport to check her identity. 
 
Identical twins are fascinating, but could cause some
confusion. 
 
The identities of the secret club's members remained
unknown for safety purposes.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

i / den / ti / ty

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it and point to yourself. 
Say it like you're holding an ID
card. 
Say it and tap your temple.



immediate 
(adjective)

something that takes place straight away

How should we pronounce this word? 

immediately

instant 
prompt 

expeditious 
sudden

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

The tornado ahead put the film crew in immediate
danger. 
 
The headmistress demanded that the misbehaving
pupil go to her room immediately. 
 
After being bitten by a venomous snake, Mutatio
immediately administered a powerful antidote.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

im / me / di / ate

* double consonant *

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it rapidly. 
Say it and clap. 
Say it firmly.



individual 
(adjective)

a person or thing that is on its own

How should we pronounce this word? 

individuals 
individuality 
individually

single 
separate 

independent 
sole

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Emmett is a kind and playful individual. 
 
Melanie loved individually wrapping all of the gifts
she was going to give to people at Christmas. 
 
Adam dominated the swimming events, including
the individual medley.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

in / di / vid / u / al

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it and hold one finger in the air. 
Say it on your own. 
Say it and stand in a space with no-
one around.



interfere 
(verb)

to get involved when it isn't wanted

How should we pronounce this word? 

interference 
interfered

block 
impede 
obstruct 
inhibit

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Felix didn't dare to interfere whilst Connie was working. 
 
The television station was experiencing some
interference with the transmission. 
 
The boss employed two bodyguards so that no-one
could interfere with her secret business.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

in / ter / fere

* remember all those e's *

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it whilst someone else is
trying to say it. 
Say it and swat an imaginary fly. 
Say it and get in a friend's way.

* inter + fere *



interrupt 
(verb)

to stop something - like a process or a conversation

How should we pronounce this word? 

interrupted 
interruption

non-professional 
non-specialist 

enthusiast 
dilettante

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Jack wore earplugs because he didn't want anyone to
interrupt his sleep. 
 
Colin interrupted the machine to stop a disaster happening. 
 
Jasper apologised for interrupting his parents'
conversation, but he needed to tell them something that
couldn't wait. 

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

in / ter / rupt

* double consonant *

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it and show the stop sign with
your hands. 
Say it and push between two people. 
Say it quickly and suddenly.

* inter + rupt *



language 
(noun)

the sounds and symbols that people use to talk or
write to each other 

How should we pronounce this word? 

languages

speech 
tongue 
dialect 

vernacular

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

There are at least 250,000 words in the English language. 
 
Charlie was a genius and he could speak nine different
languages. 
 
Whenever Laura went on holiday, she would always try to
learn some of the language to help her when she was
there.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

lan / guage

* watch that u after the first g *

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it clearly. 
Say it and write it. 
Say it to three other people.



leisure 
(noun)

something that you do for enjoyment 

How should we pronounce this word? 

leisurely

time off 
freedom 
holiday 
respite

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Mutatio's idea of leisure is reading a book. 
 
Connie's favourite leisure activities were swinging from
tree to tree and eating bananas until she felt poorly. 
 
Leisurely, the couple took a romantic stroll along the
dimly-lit promenade.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

lei / sure

* ei *

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it like you're enjoying it. 
Say it and pretend to play a
sport. 
Say it and relax.



lightning 
(noun)

sparks of light when there's a storm

How should we pronounce this word? 

lightnings

thunderbolt 
bolt 

forked lightning 
bolt of lightning

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

The lightning lit up the night sky.  
 
As the storm passed by, the lightning threatened to set
the ground on fire. 
 
Forks of powerful lightning peppered the inky sky,
causing people to run for cover below.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

light / ning

* not lighting *

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it and vibrate your body. 
Say it quickly and fiercely. 
Say it and open your hands
wide.



marvellous 
(adjective)

really, really good

How should we pronounce this word? 

marvel 
marvellously 
marvelled

amazing 
astounding 
astonishing 
remarkable

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Connie thought the circus show was marvellous. 
 
Daniel marvelled at the view from the top of the steep
mountain he'd just climbed. 
 
The divers jumped from the diving board, twisted
marvellously in the air, and landed in the water with the
tiniest of splashes.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

mar / vel / lous

* double consonant *

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it and open your mouth and eyes
wide. 
Say it and give a round of applause. 
Say it and give a big thumbs up.

* ous ending *



mischievous 
(adjective)

having fun by causing a little bit of trouble where no-one gets hurt

How should we pronounce this word? 

mischief 
mischievously

naughty 
disobedient 
troublesome 

vexatious

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Connie felt mischievous as she left a banana skin on
the jungle floor. 
 
Jenny was known to be a maker of mischief amongst
her neighbours due to her frequent practical jokes. 
 
Mischievously, David applied an entire tube of
superglue to the inside of his dad's shoes.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

mis / chie / vous

* careful not to add an i after the v *

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it with a sly grin. 
Say it and rub your hands
together. 
Say it and giggle.



muscle 
(noun)

tissue in your body that helps you move

How should we pronounce this word? 

muscular 
muscling

fibrous tissue 
strength 

power 
brawn 

 

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

George felt pain in a muscle and stopped running. 
 
Tatiana's body was strong and muscular, which made
her a brilliant weightlifter. 
 
Tom was fed up of Mark muscling in on his friendships.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

mus / cle

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it and flex your biceps. 
Say it and extend your arms. 
Say it and contract your arms.

* le *



necessary 
(adjective)

something that has to be done

How should we pronounce this word? 

unnecessary 
necessarily

required 
obligatory 

compulsory 
imperative

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Viv knew it was necessary to turn her music down at night. 
 
Running with the ball is not necessarily the quickest way to
score. 
 
Jack thought Ben's behaviour was unnecessary, so he
refused to play with him again.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

nec / es / sar / y

* double consonant *

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it like you're in a rush. 
Say it and bang your fist on the
table. 
Say it and nod your head.

* two cups and one sugar *



neighbour 
(noun) someone who lives next door to you

How should we pronounce this word? 

neighbouring 
neighbourhood 

next 
adjacent 
adjoining 
proximate

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Mary looked after a parcel for her neighbour until they
arrived home. 
 
Kelly ran out of sugar, so she had to travel to a neighbouring
village to get some more. 
 
The general atmosphere of the neighbourhood had
improved since the new park was built.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

neigh / bour

* eigh *

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it to the person next to you. 
Say it and make a knocking sound. 
Say it and look over an imaginary
fence.



nuisance 
(noun)

something or someone that annoys you a lot

How should we pronounce this word? 

nuisances

problem 
annoyance 

bore 
bother

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Wasps are a nuisance in the summer months. 
 
The two attackers made sure that they were a nuisance
to the defenders in order to cause mistakes. 
 
Birds were becoming a nuisance to the farmer, so he
placed a scarecrow in the middle of his field.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

nui / sance

* ui *

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it like you're annoyed. 
Say it repeatedly really close to
someone. 
Say it and tap someone on the
shoulder when they're not looking,



occupy 
(verb)

How should we pronounce this word? 

occupied 
occupation 
occupant 
preoccupy

live in 
inhabit 
tenant 
settle

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Bodies of water occupy 71% of the Earth's surface. 
 
Ben's mind was often occupied by other things, which
stopped him from being able to concentrate properly. 
 
After the strange noise, Sammy tried to work out which
of the house's other occupants made it.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

oc / cu / py

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it comfortably. 
Say it like you own the place. 
Say it and hold your hands to
your chest.

to live or work in a building or area

* double consonant *



occur 
(verb)

How should we pronounce this word? 

occurred 
occurrence

happen 
transpire 

materialise 
arise

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

It did not occur to Viv that it would rain in the hot jungle. 
 
As Dennis was driving home, an idea occurred to him and
his mind started racing. 
 
Eating takeaways was becoming a regular occurrence for
Frank; he knew he needed to cut back. 

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

oc / cur

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it normally. 
Say it like something mad just
happened. 
Say it and shrug your shoulders.

to happen

* double consonant *



opportunity 
(noun)

How should we pronounce this word? 

opportune 
opportunities

chance 
opening 
moment 
occasion

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

The opportunity to learn a brand new word was too
tempting to resist. 
 
A good education opens up a lot of opportunities for
people. 
 
The thief had to pick the most opportune moment to
make his escape.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

op / por / tu / ni / ty

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it like it's your last chance. 
Say it and jump through an
imaginary hoop. 
Say it and grab the air.

something that gives you a chance to do something you'd like to do

* double consonant *



parliament 
(noun)

How should we pronounce this word? 

parliamentary

senate 
congress 

legislature 
chamber

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Britain's laws are passed in the Houses of Parliament. 
 
Decisions in parliament are often tough and they are
always discussed and debated. 
 
Every four years, politicians campaign to gain votes in
the parliamentary elections.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

par / lia / ment

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it and sign your name. 
Say it and bang the table. 
Say it and stand up.

the people who create laws and policies in a country

* lia *



persuade 
(verb)

How should we pronounce this word? 

persuasive 
persuasion

convince 
coax 

influence 
entice

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Connie tried to persuade Viv to eat the banana.  
 
The persuasive car salesperson gave her best smile to
the customers. 
 
Charlie's attempts to persuade Frank to play football
were useless, so they played cricket instead.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

per / suade

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it and nod your head quickly. 
Say it and do the 'come here' sign. 
Say it and cover your mouth like your
telling a secret.

to give someone convincing reasons to do something

* ua *



physical 
(adjective)

How should we pronounce this word? 

physically

real 
tangible 
palpable 
material

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

A lot of sports are physical games. 
 
Physical Education (PE) is a crucial part of school. 
 
Emma was physically shaking because the anger felt so
powerful.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

phys / i / cal

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it and touch something
solid. 
Say it and knock on your head. 
Say it and make a fist.

things that are real and can be felt

* phys *



prejudice 
(noun)

How should we pronounce this word? 

prejudiced 
prejudices

bias 
intolerance 

discrimination 
inequality

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

It is important that issues are dealt with without prejudice. 
 
It is completely unfair to show prejudice against someone
because of the colour of their skin. 
 
The world has a long history with prejudices, but more
people are rightfully beginning to take action.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

prej / u / dice

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it and sneer. 
Say it and show your thumbs
down. 
Say it shake your head.

not liking someone, or a group, without a good reason



privilege 
(noun)

How should we pronounce this word? 

privileged 
privileges 
 

advantage 
right 

benefit 
entitlement

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Being in the presence of the Queen is a privilege.  
 
People in privileged positions should do all they can to
help those who are less fortunate. 
 
The British royal family have various privileges
available to them which most other people will never
experience.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

priv / i / lege

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it and stand on your seat. 
Say it and hold your head high. 
Say it and point to a piece of
technology.

a unique advantage given to one person or group

* two i's then two e's *



profession 
(noun)

How should we pronounce this word? 

profess 
professional

career 
occupation 

calling 
vocation

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Doctors and nurses are part of the medical profession. 
 
When she was a little girl, Charlotte dreamed of
becoming a professional footballer. 
 
Professor Smith underwent years of training to get to
the position she currently occupies.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

pro / fes / sion

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it and put on a tie. 
Say it like you've worked really
hard. 
Say it like you've just graduated.

a job that needs lots of training and an official qualification

* double consonant *



programme 
(noun)

How should we pronounce this word? 

programmed 
programming

schedule 
agenda 

calendar 
timetable

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Viv checked the programme to see what was on at 2pm. 
 
Due to the high number of bands at the festival,
programming was a difficult task. 
 
Jason programmed his television to record every episode
of the series he desperately wanted to watch. 
 

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

pro / gramme

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it until you find a calendar. 
Say it and write down the order of
lessons you have today. 
Say it and pretend you're looking
through the TV guide.

a planned order of actions that will happen in the future

* double consonant *



pronunciation 
(noun)

the way we say words

How should we pronounce this word? 

pronounce 
pronounced

speech 
accent 
diction 

elocution

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

The teacher made sure her pronunciation was clear. 
 
When talking on the phone, you must pronounce your words
clearly. 
 
The vicar gleefully pronounced the couple married, before
inviting the guests to stand and applaud.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

pro / nun / ci / a / tion

* tion ending *

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it really clearly. 
Say it in a weird accent. 
Mumble it.



queue 
(noun)

people in a line that are waiting for their turn

How should we pronounce this word? 

queued 
queuing 
queues 
 

line 
row 

column 
chain

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Paul waited patiently in the queue for the cash machine. 
 
After queuing for seventeen hours, Tilia finally got her hands
on the book she'd been waiting for. 
 
Despite the fact that they'd queued all day, the boys were
refused entry to the festival.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

queue

* four vowels waiting their turn *

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it and make a line with three
others. 
Say it and arrange your stationery into
a line. 
Say it like you've been waiting in line
all day.



recognise 
(verb)

to know what something is

How should we pronounce this word? 

recognisable 
recognition

know 
identify 
place 
recall

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Humans find it easy to recognise their friends and family. 
 
The orange and white bands of a clownfish make it easily
recognisable. 
 
The facial recognition machines flashed and beeped as
Mutatio was granted access into the country.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

rec / og / nise

* ise not ice *

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it and say, 'Hello'. 
Say it and say, 'Ahh, I know you'. 
Say it and nod your head.



recommend 
(verb)

to tell someone about something that might be helpful to them

How should we pronounce this word? 

commend 
recommendation

suggest 
advocate 
endorse 

nominate

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Felix loves reading and would recommend it to anyone. 
 
Viv bought a book based on a recommendation from her
friend. 
 
It is recommended that children exercise for a minimum of
sixty minutes per day.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

rec / om / mend

* double consonant *

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it with your thumbs up. 
Say it and write down your
favourite book. 
Say it and smile widely.

* one c, two m's *



relevant 
(adjective)

something that is important to a certain situation

How should we pronounce this word? 

irrelevant 
relevance

appropriate 
pertinent 
applicable 

apt

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

The teacher asked whether any of her students had a relevant question
to ask about the topic. 
 
Viv failed to see how what Mutatio was saying was relevant to the
conversation. 
 
Some of the workers acted like the rules of the company were irrelevant
to them; they were called in for a serious meeting.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

rel / e / vant

* relevant elephant *

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it normally. 
Say it and hold something like
it's important. 
Say it and write it.



restaurant 
(noun)

somewhere where you go to eat at a table and then pay for it

How should we pronounce this word? 

restaurants

eating place 
eating house 

eatery

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

The Italian restaurant served a range of pizzas. 
 
All of the restaurants at the shopping centre were
located in the same place. 
 
Vicky waited patiently on the phone to book a table at
her favourite restaurant.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

res / tau / rant

* au *

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it and look at the menu. 
Say it holding a knife and fork. 
Say it and pay the bill.



rhyme 
(verb)

when words or sounds sound the same

How should we pronounce this word? 

rhyming 
rhymed

poetry 
couplet 

tune 
verse

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Bob thought carefully about how he could make his
poem rhyme. 
 
Rhyme is a technique commonly used in music,
especially pop. 
 
A rhyming couplet is a pair of lines in a poem where the
last word in each line rhymes.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

rhyme

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it then say 'time'. 
Say it then say 'lime'. 
Say it then say 'mime'.

* why me? rhy-me *



rhythm 
(noun)

a pattern of sounds or actions

How should we pronounce this word? 

rhythmic

pattern 
flow 

tempo 
beat

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Mutatio tapped his feet on the ground in a simple
rhythm. 
 
The snakes rhythmic movements mesmerised its prey. 
 
Soon after she woke up from the operation, her
breathing settled back into a normal rhythm.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

rhythm

* Rhythm Helps Your Two Hips Move *

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Sing it. 
Say it and tap a beat on the
table. 
Say it and dance.



sacrifice 
(verb)

to give up something that you really like

How should we pronounce this word? 

sacrificed 
sacrificing

surrender 
abandonment 

foregoing 
renunciation

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Dennis was forced to sacrifice his lolly to make his
younger sister happy. 
 
Helen sacrificed her evening so that her neighbours
could go out for dinner. 
 
Despite sacrificing his own enjoyment, Tim was happy
to see others benefit from his games console. 

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

sac / ri / fice

* ice not ise *

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it like you don't want to. 
Say it and sigh. 
Say it and give something you
like to someone (temporarily!).



secretary 
(noun)

someone who deals with answering phones and writing emails or
letters for someone else

How should we pronounce this word? 

secretaries

assistant 
administrator 

clerk 
PA

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Alex was an excellent secretary who always answered
the phone politely. 
 
Amy got her first job as a secretary when she was
twenty-one. 
 
Adam, the company's secretary, was beavering away on
his keyboard trying to catch up on emails.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

sec / re / tar / y

* secret + ary *

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it and answer the phone. 
Say it whilst writing a letter. 
Say it whilst typing an email.



shoulder 
(noun)

the part of your body at the tops of your arms

How should we pronounce this word? 

shoulders 
shouldered

joint 

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Katie rubbed her right shoulder after a long rowing
session. 
 
It is told that Atlas was forced to carry the whole world
on his shoulders. 
 
Bravely, Kevin shouldered the responsibility of the
entire family.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

shoul / der

* ou *

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it and touch your shoulders. 
Say it and shrug your shoulders. 
Say it and brush your shoulders.



signature 
(noun)

when you write your name at the end of a document
or letter to show that you wrote it

How should we pronounce this word? 

sign 
signatures

mark 
name 

moniker 
autograph

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

The secretary scribbled her signature at the end of the
letter. 
 
Finally, they had gained the signatures of all eleven
players. 
 
A forged signature is one that has been written by
someone pretending to be someone else.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

sig / na / ture

* ture ending *

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it and write your name. 
Say it and roll up a piece of paper. 
Say it write your name in a unique
way.



sincere 
(adjective)

to always mean what you say

How should we pronounce this word? 

sincerely 
sincerity

honest 
heartfelt 

wholehearted 
profound

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Viv was sincere when she told Connie she liked her
treehouse. 
 
David prided himself on his sincerity and his friends
appreciated it. 
 
Tom's parents sincerely hoped that he wasn't lying
about the broken greenhouse window.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

sin / cere

* cere *

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it and put your hand on your
heart. 
Say it with a serious face. 
Say it in a deep voice.



soldier 
(noun)

someone in the army

How should we pronounce this word? 

soldiers

fighter 
warrior 
trooper 

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

The soldier marched for five miles with a heavy
rucksack on. 
 
Many brave soldiers have been lost in various wars
around the world. 
 
Soldiers are in excellent physical condition to make
sure they're always ready for battle.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

sol / dier

* ie *

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it and march. 
Say it and duck for cover. 
Say it and salute.



stomach 
(noun)

the part of your body responsible for digesting food

How should we pronounce this word? 

stomachs

belly 
abdomen 

gut 
middle

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Connie could hear her stomach grumbling. 
 
Alex massaged his stomach after eating a heavy meal. 
 
Your stomach is full of acids that help to break down
food and ensure that it travels successfully through to
the intestines.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

stom / ach

* ch ending *

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it and pretend to eat something. 
Say it and point to your stomach. 
Say it and mash your hands together.



sufficient 
(adjective)

How should we pronounce this word? 

suffice 
sufficiently 
insufficient

enough 
adequate 

ample 
abundant

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

There was sufficient food at the table for everyone to eat
a good meal. 
 
Due to drinking an insufficient amount of water, Louise
felt lightheaded and dizzy. 
 
For Nick, just a cup of water and a slice of bread would
suffice.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

suf / fi / cient

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it like you're full. 
Say it and nod your head. 
Say it and put your thumbs up.

when there is enough of something

* double consonant *

* ient *



suggest 
(verb)

How should we pronounce this word? 

suggested 
suggestion

propose 
submit 
advise 
urge

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Emmett wanted to suggest a better way for Felix to build
his next dam. 
 
Because Trent wanted to be the best, he always asked
for suggestions to help improve his game. 
 
Laura kindly suggested to Amy that she should wear the
red dress as it looked the best.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

sug / gest

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it to someone else. 
Say it like you're plotting something. 
Say it and rub your hands together.

to give someone an idea or plan

* double consonant *



symbol 
(noun)

How should we pronounce this word? 

symbolic 
symbolise 
symbolism

sign 
character 

mark 
hieroglyph

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Many companies use a symbol so that people recognise
them easily. 
 
The Ancient Egyptians used symbols called
hieroglyphics to write. 
 
There is an abundance of symbols used in religion.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

sym / bol

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it and draw a question mark. 
Say it and draw a logo for yourself. 
Say it and invent your own symbol.

a shape or design used to represent something else

* sym not sim *



system 
(noun)

How should we pronounce this word? 

systems 
systematic

order 
structure 

arrangement 
complex

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Anna punched her number into the security system
and walked out the door. 
 
Robots work systematically to get the job done
effectively. 
 
Your body is full of different systems working together
in order for you to function properly.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

sys / tem

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it like a robot. 
Say it with a straight face. 
Say it and breathe deeply.

a group of rules or things which help the way something works



temperature 
(noun)

How should we pronounce this word? 

temperatures

heat 
measure 

hot 
cold 

 

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

The temperature outside looked cold, so Jack put on his coat. 
 
Henry wasn't sure of the temperature, but he decided to take a
risk with shorts anyway. 
 
Chloe's mum felt her forehead with the back of her hand, and she
knew immediately that Chloe had a high temperature.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

tem / per / a / ture

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it like you're really hot. 
Say it like you're really cold. 
Say it and feel your forehead.

the measure of how hot or cold something is



thorough 
(adjective)

How should we pronounce this word? 

thoroughly

detailed 
rigorous 

exhaustive 
meticulous

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Mutatio has a thorough knowledge of how words are put
together, 
 
Jamie thoroughly checked through his writing before
handing it in. 
 
Laura was always thorough to avoid making silly
mistakes.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

thor / ough

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it really clearly. 
Say it and squint. 
Say it carefully.

to be very careful and detailed when doing something

* ough *



twelfth 
(number)

How should we pronounce this word? 

twelve 
twelfths

12th 

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

The runner finished twelfth in the final race. 
 
Twelfth is the position before thirteenth and after
eleventh. 
 
On Sophie's shopping list, the twelfth item was eggs.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

twelfth

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it twelve times. 
Say it and clap twelve times. 
Say it and write it twelve times.

item number 12 in a list or the person who finishes in
position 12 in a race

* fth *



variety 
(noun)

How should we pronounce this word? 

varieties

mixture 
assortment 
miscellany 
collection

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Viv was amazed at the variety of words in her thesaurus. 
 
The variety of food on offer at the buffet table was
incredible and people filled their bowls to the brim. 
 
Deep in the abyss of the ocean, the variety of marine
creatures is spellbinding.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

va / ri / e / ty

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it in three different ways. 
Say it and draw three types of
fruit. 
Say it and write three book titles.

a mixture of different types of the same thing

* ie *



vegetable 
(noun)

How should we pronounce this word? 

vegetables

plant 
food 
root 

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Carrots and parsnips are both types of vegetable. 
 
Vegetables are extremely good for your body and offer
plenty of nutrients. 
 
It is recommended that you should eat five portions of
fruit and vegetables per day to maintain a healthy diet.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

veg / e / ta / ble

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it like you're chewing a carrot. 
Say it and pull a parsnip from the
ground. 
Say it and chop up an onion.

plants that you can eat, usually after cooking

* vege + table *



vehicle 
(noun)

How should we pronounce this word? 

vehicles

automobile 
machine 

motor vehicle 
car

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

Janet got in the vehicle and drove to the supermarket. 
 
The vehicle had a huge engine, which meant it could
travel for long distances. 
 
On the side of the road, two vehicles had broken down
and were awaiting rescue.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

ve / hi / cle

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it and pretend to drive. 
Say it and put a seatbelt on. 
Say it and move your arms like a
train.

something with an engine that can transport people

* don't miss that h *



yacht 
(noun)

How should we pronounce this word? 

yachts 
yachting

boat 
luxury yacht

Synonyms How can we learn
to spell this word?

A luxury yacht could sell for millions of pounds. 
 
Denzel always wore a lifejacket whenever he went
yachting with his mother. 
 
The yachts, which bobbed lightly in the harbour,
reflected the sunlight on their tall masts.

Draw or write a sentence to show what this word means.

yacht

How might these words
be related?

How does saying this word
make you feel?

Say it and relax. 
Say it like you're cruising across
the ocean. 
Say it and pull the sails up.

a large boat used in races or for a relaxed journey over water

* silent ch *


